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Abstract—We derive the capacity region for a broadcast
channel with intersymbol interference (ISI) and colored Gaussian
noise under an input power constraint. The region is obtained
by first defining a similar channel model, the circular broadcast
channel, which can be decomposed into a set of parallel degraded
broadcast channels. The capacity region for parallel degraded
broadcast channels is known. We then show that the capacity
region of the original broadcast channel equals that of the circular
broadcast channel in the limit of infinite block length, and we
obtain an explicit formula for the resulting capacity region. The
coding strategy used to achieve each point on the convex hull of
the capacity region uses superposition coding on some or all of
the parallel channels and dedicated transmission on the others.
The optimal power allocation for any point in the capacity region
is obtained via a multilevel water-filling. We derive this optimal
power allocation and the resulting capacity region for several
broadcast channel models.
Index Terms—Broadcast channels, capacity region, colored
Gaussian noise, intersymbol interference (ISI).
I. INTRODUCTION
TWO of the most celebrated results in Shannon theory areGallager’s capacity and corresponding water-filling for-
mula for single-user Gaussian channels with intersymbol inter-
ference (ISI) and colored noise [1] and Cover’s superposition
coding technique for degraded broadcast channels [2]. In this
paper, we show that the capacity region of a Gaussian broadcast
channel with ISI and colored noise is achieved using a strategy
that combines superposition coding with an optimal power al-
location achieved by water-filling.
The channel model we consider consists of one transmitter
sending information to two receivers, each with a different fi-
nite-channel impulse response and colored Gaussian noise of
finitememory.Givenanaveragepowerconstraint, the transmitter
may send independent information to each receiver or a combina-
tion of independent information for each receiver and common
information intended for both receivers. We obtain the capacity
region in both cases, and for independent information our results
can be easily extended to any finite number of users. The capacity
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regions define the maximum set of rates that can be transmitted
to multiple users with arbitrarily small error probability. We
also obtain numerical results for the capacity region and optimal
power allocation on several example broadcast channels with
independent information.
We derive the capacity region of the broadcast channel with
ISI and colored noise using the same methodology that is used
to obtain the capacity of the single-user and synchronous mul-
tiple-access channels (MACs) with ISI [3]–[5]. Specifically,
we first show that our broadcast channel model has the same
capacity region as a circular broadcast channel model that can be
decomposed using the discrete Fourier transform (DFT), and we
then obtain the capacity of this circular model based on the DFT
decomposition.Ourapproachdiffersfromthoseof[3]–[5]inthree
significant ways. First, we use different techniques to show that
the circular channel model has the same capacity region as the
originalchannel.Specifically,since there isnoknownformulafor
the capacity region of a general broadcast channel with memory,
weshowthat thecircularandoriginalbroadcast channelshave the
same capacity region using only the definitions of these regions.
In fact, we prove a more general result: Any synchronous multi-
terminal channel [6, Sec. 14.10] and its circular approximation
have the same capacity region. Applying this general result to the
single-user and synchronous multiple-access channels provides
alternative proofs for [3, Corollary 1] and [4, Theorem 1]. We
also explicitly treat the effect of ISI and noise correlation between
codeword transmissions, which has not been done previously for
any multiuser channel with memory. These effects impact any
system with back-to-back codeword transmission, as is typical
in practice. For such systems, ISI causes interference between
subsequent codewords, and therefore may impact the optimal
codeword design. Also, noise correlation causes subsequently
received codewords to be correlated, and therefore may impact
the optimaldecoderdesign. Gallager has shownthat ISI and noise
correlation between codewords does not impact channel capacity
for single-user channels with finite memory, since these channels
are indecomposable [1, Theorem 4.6.4]. There is no such parallel
theory for broadcast or multiple-access channels. Therefore, we
modifythestandarddefinitionsoferrorprobabilityandachievable
rate for multiterminal channels with finite memory to account for
ISI and noise correlation between codeword transmissions.1 We
then show that the capacity region for finite-memory multiter-
minal channels under thesedefinitions is independent ofprevious
codeword transmissions and noise samples and equals that of the
multiterminalcircularchannel.Thisgeneralresult isappliedtothe
1Our modified capacity definition is basically an extension of Wolfowitz’s
single-user capacity definition [7, Sec. 6] that takes the channel’s past transmis-
sions and noise into account.
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broadcast channel to show it has the same capacity region as the
circular broadcast channel. We then derive the circular broadcast
channel capacity region, and this derivation differs from those in
[3]–[5]since it isbasedonthecapacity regionofparalleldegraded
broadcastchannels [8]–[10].
Thederivationofthecircularbroadcastchannelcapacityregion
is obtained through a DFT decomposition to give a set of parallel
independent degraded broadcast channels in the frequency do-
main, for which the capacity is known. The achievability of the
multiuser capacity region for a parallel set of degraded broadcast
channels with independent information, along with the corre-
sponding coding strategy and optimal power allocation, was
obtained by Hughes-Hartogs in 1975 [8]. The converse proof for
this capacity region in the two-user case was obtained by Poltyrev
in [9], and the two-user capacity region for the parallel degraded
broadcast channel with common information was derived by El
Gamal in [10]. We make use of these previous results to obtain
the capacity region, optimal coding strategy, and optimal power
allocationforourbroadcastchannelmodel.
The coding strategy that achieves capacity on the broadcast
channel with ISI and colored noise uses superposition coding at
some or all frequencies and dedicated transmission to a single
user at the others. For two users with independent information,
the optimal power allocation between users on each channel is
obtained graphically via a multilevel water-filling, which assigns
different water levels to the different channels depending on the
relative priorities of the users. This multilevel water-filling is
reminiscent of Gallager’s water-filling strategy for a single-user
channel with ISI and colored noise [1]. We derive this optimal
water-filling strategy and the corresponding capacity region for
several example channels. In practice, this optimal power alloca-
tion and coding strategy could be implemented using multicarrier
modulation, which also uses a DFT to decompose an ISI channel
intoparallelchannels in thefrequencydomain.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion II, we define the channel of interest, its circular approxima-
tion, and a memoryless block channel derived from the original
channel. In Section III, we define the capacity region for these
channels and establish our notation. In Section IV, we show that
all three of these channel models have the same capacity region.
Exact formulas for the capacity region based on a DFT decom-
position of the circular channel, given by (32) and (33), are ob-
tained in Section V. The capacity region and optimal power allo-
cation strategies for several example channel models are given
in Section VI, followed by our conclusions.
II. CHANNEL MODELS
We consider the discrete-time broadcast channel model
shown in Fig. 1. The model consists of one transmitter sending
information to multiple receivers. For simplicity, we only
consider the two-user broadcast channel, but our results can be
extended to any finite number of users.2 Throughout the paper,
2This extension requires the capacity region for a set of parallel degraded
broadcast channels with multiple users. The achievability of this region with
independent information was derived in [8, Ch. 4], and the converse can be ob-
tained by extending the two-user converse in [9]. The capacity region for par-
allel broadcast channels with common information and more than two users is
not known.
Fig. 1. Two-user discrete Gaussian broadcast channel with ISI.
we denote subsequence as , sequence
as , and vector as for
any .
In the model of Fig. 1, the real input sequence is sent
to each user over different real time-invariant channels with ad-
ditive Gaussian noise. The stationary noise processes, denoted
by and , have mean zero and autocorrelation func-
tions and , respectively. We assume that these au-
tocorrelation functions have finite support so that for some fi-
nite , for . We let
and denote the real finite impulse response of the first
and second channels, respectively, with the common finite
impulse response duration of both channels. We consider cases
where only, and is defined as the broadcast channel
memory.3 The real input sequence produces the real output
sequences at the first receiver and at the second re-
ceiver, with
(1)
and
(2)
where denotes linear convolution. The channels have ISI since
the channel output at time depends on the input symbol
as well as previous input symbols , . In particular,
and for depend on inputs for , i.e., on
previous codeword transmissions. In addition, for , the
noise samples are correlated with the noise samples
for , so is also correlated with these noise
samples.
The transfer function of the first receiver’s channel is
(3)
and the transfer function of the second receiver’s channel is
(4)
3If form  i one of the channels has an impulse response shorter than
m, then we can pad this response with the appropriate number of zeros to obtain
a filter that satisfies the desired constraint. Similarly, if both channels have an
impulse response duration less than i , then we set m = i and pad both
responses with the appropriate number of zeros.
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The spectral noise density of the first receiver’s channel is
(5)
and the spectral noise density of the second receiver’s channel
is
(6)
We assume an average power constraint so that for all
(7)
where the expectation is taken with respect to the distribution
of the randomly chosen codeword . For a given
we call this channel the linear Gaussian broadcast channel
(LGBC) with finite memory and average power . We define
the initial state of this channel as , where
and
The vector , which determines the ISI from the previous
codeword transmission to the current codeword transmission,
impacts the first channel outputs and in
our model. Similarly, the vectors and affect the first
noise samples (and thereby the first channel outputs) at
receivers 1 and 2, respectively, due to noise correlation.
We now define two additional -block memoryless channel
models derived from the LGBC. A broadcast channel is -block
memoryless if for any integer
(8)
By (8) we see that the channel outputs over any -block
transmission are independent of channel inputs and noise
samples and from previous or subsequent -block trans-
missions. In particular, if for any integer we send codewords of
length over an -block memoryless channel then the outputs
, , are independent of any initial channel state
. Note, however, that if we send codewords of length over an
-block memoryless channel, where is not an integer multiple
of , then the channel outputs corresponding to one codeword
transmission will be affected by the previous codeword trans-
mission, since the -block memoryless channel is not -block
memoryless.
The -block circular Gaussian broadcast channel ( -CGBC),
defined for , is an -block memoryless channel ob-
tained by modifying the LGBC with memory . Specifically,
the -CGBC over each -block has real input vector
which produces the real output vector at the first re-
ceiver and at the second receiver with
(9)
and
(10)
where denotes circular convolution and equals
modulo except when is zero or an integer multiple of ,
in which case . This modification of the standard
modulo definition results from our definition that -blocks
start at time instead of . Performing the
corresponding circular convolution on each previous and sub-
sequent -block yields the remainder of the output sequences
and . The noise processes over each -block
and are defined as stationary Gaussian processes with
and
Thus, the noise process has the same mean and variance
as but its autocorrelation is a periodic repetition of
for noise samples within an -block.4 Noise samples from
different -blocks are independent since the channel is -block
memoryless. We assume the same power constraint (7) for the
-CGBC.
The -block memoryless Gaussian broadcast channel
( -MGBC), defined for , is obtained from the LGBC
with memory by restricting its outputs. Specifically, the
first -block of the -MGBC derived from the LGBC with
finite memory is characterized by real input vector
over each -block and corresponding real output vectors
and with and
defined by (1) and (2), respectively. Previous and sub-
sequent -blocks are similarly defined. Note that noise samples
from different -blocks of the -MGBC are independent due
to the finite support of and . We assume the same power
constraint (7) for the -MGBC. Note that, as with the circular
channel, the -MGBC is not -block memoryless if is not an
integer multiple of .
III. DEFINITIONS
In this section, we establish the definitions for a broadcast
channel code, error probability, achievable rate vector, and
capacity region. Since the LGBC, -CGBC, and -MGBC
all have memory, we cannot use standard definitions for
memoryless broadcast channels [6, Sec. 14.6.1], since these
4This noise differs from the noise on the circular multiple-access channel in
[5], which hasE[~v ~v ]=R [((k l)) ]. This noise is not stationary (and, there-
fore, does not have a power spectral density), since in general R [((k l)) ] 6=
R [((l k)) ].
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definitions ignore the effect of ISI and noise correlation
between codeword transmissions. Specifically, the first
transmission of a codeword over the LGBC will cause ISI
to the next codeword transmission, and this ISI should be
taken into account in the definitions of error probability
and achievable rate. Similarly, if an -block codeword is
transmitted over the -CGBC or the -MGBC then, for
, this codeword transmission will cause ISI to the
next codeword transmission, and this ISI must be taken into
account. In addition, the noise samples affecting different
codeword transmissions on the LGBC (and the -CGBC
and -MGBC for -block codewords with ) are corre-
lated, and this correlation may impact the optimal decoding
strategy and corresponding error probability. Therefore, the
noise correlation on finite-memory channels must be taken
into account in the definitions of error probability and
achievable rate.
There are different ways to incorporate the initial state of a fi-
nite memory channel into its capacity definition, depending on
what is assumed to be known about this state at the sender and
receiver. We follow the approach of [7, Sec. 6], where neither
the sender nor the receiver knows this initial state. Thus, the
coding and decoding strategies for the channel do not depend
on the initial channel state. We also require that a code’s error
probability go to zero for all possible initial channel states. We
show in the next section that, under these definitions, the initial
channel state does not impact the channel capacity region for
broadcast channels with finite memory. Therefore, we can ne-
glect the impact of ISI and correlated noise between codeword
transmissions in the design of the LGBC coding and decoding
strategies and in the calculation of the LGBC capacity region.
We now state the definitions for the code, average error prob-
ability, achievable rate, and capacity region for broadcast chan-
nels with finite memory. Recall from Section II that the initial
state of a broadcast channel with finite memory is defined as
, where
and
We let denote the input alphabet of the two-user broadcast
channel, denote the channel output alphabet at the first re-
ceiver, and denote the channel output alphabet at the second
receiver. For the LGBC, -CGBC, and -MGBC,
.
Definition: An code for a two-user broadcast
channel with independent information consists of two sets of
integers
a code mapping
and two decoders
The set of codewords for the broadcast channel is given by
The rate pair associated with an code
is given by
where and are the independent information rates sent to
receivers 1 and 2, respectively.
Definition: The average error probability of an
code for a two-user broadcast channel with finite memory and
initial state , assuming a uniform message distribution on
, is defined as
Note that for -block memoryless channels, including the
-CGBC and the -MGBC, an code for any
integer has error probability that is independent of the initial
channel state by (8).
Definition: A rate pair is said to be achievable
for a two-user broadcast channel with finite memory if for
every there exists a sequence of codes
for this channel with for all and
as .
Definition: The capacity region for a broadcast channel is the
closure of the set of achievable rates.
We denote the capacity region for the LGBC, obtained
using the above definitions, by . The capacity region for the
-CGBC, denoted by , is derived in Section V. Since the
-CGBC is, by definition, different for every , varies
with . Therefore, the region , if it exists, does
not define a capacity region for the CGBC since the -CGBC
changes with . We denote the capacity region of the -MGBC
by . In general, the -MGBC and its corresponding capacity
region vary with . Therefore, as with the -CGBC, the
region , if it exists, does not define a capacity
region for the MGBC.
Definitions for the code, average error probability, achiev-
able rate pair, and capacity region for memoryless broadcast
channels with common information are given in [6] and [10].
For finite-memory broadcast channels with common informa-
tion the definitions for the channel code and capacity region are
the same as for the memoryless channel. The definitions of av-
erage error probability and achievable rate for these channels
must be modified to take into account the channel’s initial state;
these modifications are analogous to the modifications for the
finite-memory broadcast channel with independent information
described above.
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IV. ACHIEVABLE RATES AND CAPACITY
In this section we show that the capacity region of the
broadcast channel in Fig. 1 is equal to the capacity region of
the -CGBC and the -MGBC as goes to infinity. In fact, we
prove a more general result. We show that if we extend the def-
initions of the LGBC, the -CGBC, and the -MGBC given in
Section III to a synchronous Gaussian multiterminal channel [6,
Sec. 14.10], then the capacity region of all three of these multi-
terminal channels is the same in the limit as goes to infinity.
Since the broadcast channel is a special case of a synchronous
multiterminal channel, we get our desired result. Thus, the ca-
pacity region of the LGBC can be computed as the limit of
, the capacity region of the -CGBC, as grows to infinity.
This limit is derived in Section V.
Theorem 1 contains the main result for synchronous multi-
terminal channels. The precise definitions of a finite-memory
linear, -block circular, and -block memoryless synchronous
Gaussian multiterminal channel as well as the proof of Theorem
1 are given in Appendix A. A key fact used in the proof of The-
orem 1 is that for a channel with impulse response of duration
and any , linear convolution becomes -circular when
, , and -circular convolution be-
comes linear when , . Corol-
lary 1 states the application of Theorem 1 to broadcast chan-
nels. Although Theorem 1 (and Corollary 1) assume indepen-
dent information is sent to each user, these results can be easily
extended to the case of common information. Therefore, Corol-
lary 1 applies to broadcast channels with or without common
information.
Theorem 1: Let denote the capacity region of a linear fi-
nite-memory synchronous Gaussian multiterminal channel,
denote the capacity region of an -block circular synchronous
Gaussian multiterminal channel, and denote the capacity re-
gion of an -block memoryless synchronous Gaussian multiter-
minal channel, as defined in Appendix A. Then
where denotes closure.
Proof: See Appendix A.
Corollary 1: For , , and as defined in Section III we
have that
Note that single-user and synchronous multiple-access chan-
nels are also special cases of the synchronous multiterminal
channel defined in Appendix A. Thus, [3, Corollary 1] and
[4, Theorem 1] are also corollaries of Theorem 1, i.e., the
finite-memory, circular, and block-memoryless single-user
(synchronous multiple-access) channels all have the same
capacity (capacity region) in the limit of infinite block length.
V. THE LIMITING CAPACITY REGION OF THE -CGBC
We have shown in the previous section and Appendix A that
the capacity region
where is the capacity region of the -CGBC. We now derive
an explicit expression for and for the limiting region .
For the -CGBC, , consider the input sequence over
one -block . The corresponding output sequences
and have and given by (9) and (10),
respectively, and are independent of the initial channel state
by (8). Let and denote the impulse response
of length obtained by padding the impulse responses
and with zeros
and
Then we can rewrite (9) and (10) as
(11)
and
(12)
Since invertible operations do not affect capacity, we can apply
the DFT to (11) and (12) without affecting the corresponding ca-
pacity region. The -point DFT of the sequence
is defined as
(13)
Since (13) is periodic with period , the same transform is used
for a sequence by substituting for in (13),
and then by periodicity . Applying the DFT to both
sides of (11) and (12) we obtain
(14)
and
(15)
for . Thus, the -CGBC is equivalent to a set of
two-user parallel channels with th-component channel as
shown in Fig. 2.
We will shortly show that if and then
the th-component channel in Fig. 2 is a degraded broadcast
channel. However, it is clear from this figure that if
and then the th-component channel reduces to
a single-user channel for receiver 1. Similarly, if
and then the th-component channel reduces to a
single-user channel for receiver 2. Finally, if
then no information can be transmitted to either user on the
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Fig. 2. kth-component channel.
th-component channel. Rather than treat each of these cases
separately, we will proceed under the assumption that
and , then show that the resulting rate region yields the
correct rate pair for the th-component channel in all cases.
Let us now return to the DFT equations (14) and (15). For any
real sequence , its DFT has the property that ,
[11], where denotes the complex conjugate of
. Using this property we can reconstruct the entire sequence
from and for . Thus, we can discard
the DFT terms without losing any information. Note that
is real for even or odd, and is real for even. We
define the following transform, which operates on the complex
components and [3, eq. (24a)]
odd
or even
odd
even
(16)
where and . The transformation
(16) is invertible with real outputs and inverse given by [3, eq.
(24b)] (with replaced by ). We now divide both sides of (14)
by and both sides of (15) by to get
(17)
and
(18)
Now applying transform (16) to both sides of (17) and (18) and
setting , , , and
yields
(19)
and
(20)
We show in Appendix B that under this transformation with
the and are statistically independent real white
Gaussian random variables with mean zero and variance
(21)
and
(22)
Moreover, using Parseval’s relation for the DFT and the fact that
the transform (16) conserves average power yields the following
power constraint on [3]:
(23)
Using the transform described above, the -CGBC reduces to
the final equivalent channel model shown in Fig. 3. This model
consists of parallel independent degraded broadcast channels
with additive white Gaussian noise, where the noise variances
at the two receivers are given by (21) and (22). By [8], [9] we
have that the capacity region for this set of parallel degraded
broadcast channels, assuming independent information only, is
given by the closure of the convex hull of all satisfying
(24)
(25)
where , , and
for each . In these equations, is the total power allocated to
the th-component channel, is the fraction of allocated to
the user on channel with less noise, and is the fraction of
allocated to the user on channel with more noise. Equiva-
lently, power is used for the cloud centers of the superpo-
sition code designed for the th-component degraded broadcast
channel, while power is used for the fine points within the
clouds [12]. Note that in (24) and (25) we have scaled both the
noise and signal power by . Thus, from (23) the set must
satisfy the power constraint
(26)
In Section VI we give numerical examples of the optimal power
allocation within and between parallel degraded broadcast chan-
nels for several examples.
The capacity region (24) and (25) is derived under the as-
sumption that and are both nonzero. If
for some then , the contribution to and
by the th-component channel is zero, and so neither user
receives any information along the th-component channel. If
while then so from (24),
user 1 does not receive any information over the th-compo-
nent channel. Equivalently, the th-component channel reduces
to a single-user channel for user 2. Similarly, if while
then in which case (25) indicates
that user 2 will not receive any information over the th-com-
ponent channel, and the th-component channel reduces to a
single-user channel for user 1. Thus, the rate region (24) and
(25) is valid for any and .
Let . Then by definition,
and , where and are the channel
transfer functions defined in (3) and (4), respectively. Similarly,
and .
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Fig. 3. Equivalent channel model for the n-CGBC.
Define , , , and
. Then (24) and (25) become
(27)
(28)
where
The power constraint (26) becomes
(29)
By [13, Theorem 11.33b] if a function is bounded and
almost everywhere continuous on the interval then it
is Reimann integrable on the interval. Using this theorem and
defining we get that
(30)
The functions , , , and are all bounded since is
bounded. Moreover, since is continuous we need only show
that and are almost
everywhere continuous to apply (30) to (27) and (28), where
and . But
and are, by (3) and (4), continuous functions with
a finite number of maxima and minima in any given interval.
Similarly, by (5) and (6), and are also contin-
uous functions with a finite number of maxima and minima in
any given interval. Thus and
have a finite number of discontinuities on any given in-
terval, and are therefore almost everywhere continuous.
We now divide (27) and (28) by , take the limit as ,
and apply (30) to get that the capacity region is the closure of
the convex hull of all satisfying
where . The same procedure applied to (29) yields
the power constraint
(31)
Note that since , , , and are all sym-
metric functions, and are also symmetric, and
therefore the capacity and corresponding optimal power allo-
cation need only be calculated on the interval . We can
thus use this symmetry to calculate the capacity region on the
interval only. Define
and
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Substituting in for and using symmetry we get that the
capacity region equals the closure of the convex hull of all
points satisfying
(32)
(33)
where and the power constraint (31) becomes
(34)
Equations (32) and (33) coupled with the power constraint (34)
complete our characterization of the capacity region for broad-
cast channels with finite ISI and noise correlation, assuming in-
dependent information and an average power constraint .
We can easily extend the derivation given above to obtain the
capacity region when the transmitter sends both common and
independent information. The resulting capacity region, given
in Appendix C, is characterized implicitly as the intersection of
six regions. Because of this implicit characterization it is much
harder to derive numerical results for the capacity region with
both common and independent information than for the case
of independent information only. Our numerical results in the
next section focus on the capacity region and optimal power
allocation for independent information only.
VI. ANALYSIS AND EXAMPLES
Numerical examples are useful for better understanding the
results presented in Section V. Consider a broadcast channel
with two receivers. Let denote the transfer function
over the channel associated with receiver , . We are
interested in finding the set of achievable rate pairs
across the broadcast channel . Since the
achievable rate region is convex (by a time-sharing argument)
and closed (by definition), that region is entirely characterized
by its support functional [14, p. 135]
over all such that , where
(35)
In this equation, describes a prioritization over the rates
. For example, implies that the rate is of
higher priority than the rate . The vector is the La-
grangian constant in a convex optimization problem. This vector
may be interpreted as the “slope” or direction of a plane tangent
to the achievable rate region at a single point. By considering all
possible slopes and their associated tangent points, we trace out
the convex hull of the achievable rate region. Since the relative
rather than the absolute values of determine its direc-
tion, there is no loss of generality associated with the restriction
.
Combining (35) with (32) and (33), finding the outer
boundary of the achievable rate region is equivalent to finding,
for all such that
subject to the constraints
and for all .
Finding for a given requires
an optimization over all possible power allocations over
the range of frequencies plus a power allocation
between the cloud centers and the detail points sent
over a particular channel, where for each , is
the fraction of power dedicated to the cloud centers and
is the remaining portion. Lagrangian op-
timization may be used to simultaneously optimize over
and subject to the constraints for all and
. Solution of this Lagrangian and consid-
eration of the boundary conditions and
for all yields an optimal interfrequency power allocation
and an optimal intrafrequency power allocation .
The optimal interfrequency power allocation is a water-
filling solution with two water levels scaled by the priorities
[8]. That is,
if
if
(36)
where and is chosen to satisfy the power
constraint across the frequencies.
Fig. 4 shows the optimal interfrequency power allo-
cation for a channel with additive white Gaussian noise
[ for all ] and a pair of receivers
described by one low pass filter and one high pass filter. Results
for a variety of values are given. A similar diagram
for a pair of low pass filters appears in Fig. 5. In each graph, the
solid lines indicate the noise functions ,
, and the height of the shaded region for each frequency
describes the power allocated to transmitting information
at that frequency. As indicated by (36), at each frequency,
water-filling is done on either or . Water level
is used at all frequencies for which water-filling is done
on and water level is used at all frequencies for
which water-filling is done on . The water-filling at a
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Fig. 4. Optimal power allocation for N (!) = 2(! + 1)=3 (corresponding to a channel characterized by a low-pass filter) and N (!) = (! + 1)=!
(corresponding to a channel characterized by a high-pass filter). Solid lines indicate the noise functions N (!), i = 1; 2. The height of the shaded region for each
frequency indicates the power P (!) allocated to transmitting information at that frequency. Since the noise functions are even symmetric, only the frequencies
between 0 and  are shown.
Fig. 5. Optimal power allocation forN (!) = 2(! +1)=3 andN (!) = 2(! +1=8) (both of which correspond to channels characterized by low-pass filters).
Solid lines indicate the noise functions N (!), i = 1; 2. The height of the shaded region for each frequency indicates the power P (!) allocated to transmitting
information at that frequency. Since the noise functions are even symmetric, only the frequencies between 0 and  are shown.
particular frequency is done on whichever ,
gives the higher power allocation at that frequency. That is, if
then water-filling is done on whereas if
then water-filling is done on . No power is allocated at
any frequency such that and .
Thus the power allocated at frequency depends on the priority
values described by and and the noise levels and
at the two receivers.
One interesting consequence of the optimal interfrequency
power allocation equation is that the power allocation at a fre-
quency may be based on the larger of the two noise levels. For
example, if but ,
then the power will be a water-filling on the higher noise
(this is possible only if the priority on rate is
greater than the priority on rate ).
The fraction of the power in a given channel used to
send information to the better receiver for that channel likewise
varies as a function of the noise functions at that fre-
quency as well as the priorities on the two receivers, as is shown
in the equation at the bottom of the following page.
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Fig. 6. Optimal power allocation P (!) for a single frequency ! as a function of N (!) and N (!). The power P (!), i = 1; 2 is the power used to send
information to receiver i at frequency !.
Let , be the power used in sending information
to receiver at frequency . Then for
all and
if
if
where
and
as defined in Section V-A plot of the optimal power allocations
and for a single frequency as a function of both and
at that frequency appears in Fig. 6. Notice that the power is
shared between the two channels only when
falls between and
. All other frequencies are dedicated to sending
power to one or the other receiver but not both.
Fig. 7 reworks the power allocation example of Fig. 4 to
show the power allocated to each receiver. Dark shading indi-
cates the power allocated to receiver 1 and light shading indi-
cates the power allocated to receiver 2. Similar results appear
in Fig. 8 for the example of Fig. 5. The dotted vertical line in
each graph indicates the location of the boundary between the
set on which water-filling is
done on and the set
on which water-filling is done on . Notice that while
the interchannel power allocation does its water-filling on a
single filter for each frequency, does
not imply that all of the power is being allocated to user 1,
nor does imply that all of the power is
being allocated to user 2. In fact, at any single frequency, power
sharing between the two users occurs only if falls be-
tween and , as
discussed earlier. One implication of this equation is that power
sharing only occurs at values of for which water-filling is done
on the channel with higher noise. Another implication is that
when the gap between and
is small, power sharing is done at very few fre-
quencies. In this case, frequency division, where each frequency
is assigned to just one of the two users, will achieve near-ca-
pacity rates.
Given the optimal power allocation between receivers
at a given frequency and the optimal power allocation
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Fig. 7. Optimal power allocated to each receiver for N (!) = 2(! + 1)=3 and N (!) = (! + 1)=! . Solid lines indicate the noise functions N (!),
i = 1; 2. The height of the shaded region for each frequency indicates the power allocated to transmitting information at that frequency. Dark shading indicates
power transmitted to receiver 1. Light shading indicates power transmitted to receiver 2. The dotted vertical line in each graph marks the location of the boundary
between the set f!:  c   N (!) <  c   N (!)g on which water-filling is done on N (!) and the set f!:  c   N (!)   c   N (!)g on which
water-filling is done on N (!).
Fig. 8. Optimal power allocated to each receiver for N (!) = 2(! + 1)=3 and N (!) = 2(! + 1=8). Solid lines indicate the noise functions N (!),
i = 1; 2. The height of the shaded region for each frequency indicates the power allocated to transmitting information at that frequency. Dark shading indicates
power transmitted to receiver 1. Light shading indicates power transmitted to receiver 2. The dotted vertical line in each graph marks the location of the boundary
between the set f!:  c   N (!) <  c   N (!)g on which water-filling is done on N (!) and the set f!:  c   N (!)   c   N (!)g on which
water-filling is done on N (!).
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Fig. 9. Rate functions r (!) and r (!) for N (!) = 2(! + 1)=3 and N (!) = (! + 1)=! . Dashed lines indicate rate r (!) while solid lines indicate
rate r (!). The marginal Lagrangian function j(!) =  r (!) +  r (!) appears as a dotted line.
Fig. 10. Rate functions r (!) and r (!) for N (!) = 2(! + 1)=3 and N (!) = 2(! + 1=8). Dashed lines indicate rate r (!) while solid lines indicate
rate r (!). The marginal Lagrangian function j(!) =  r (!) +  r (!) appears as a dotted line.
between frequencies, we can now plot the rate ,
sent to receiver at frequency , where
if
if
for
is the marginal portion of rate contributed by frequency
in (32) and (33). A plot of (dashed line) and (solid
line) for the example of Fig. 4 appears in Fig. 9. Also included in
this figure is a plot of (dotted line).
A plot of these marginal rates for the pair of low-pass filters first
described in Fig. 5 appears in Fig. 10
Each curve in the previous figures corresponds to a
single value of the priority vector . Integrating any
and over all gives the optimal rate
associated with that Lagrangian constant. Repeating
this process for each such that traces
out the capacity region associated with the given channel
without common information. The capacity regions for the two
examples considered above are shown in Fig. 11.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have obtained the capacity region of a finite-memory
broadcast channel with ISI and colored Gaussian noise under
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Fig. 11. The outer convex hulls of the capacity regions of two different broadcast channels. The first example, labeled LPHP shows the capacity region of the
broadcast channel described by N (!) = jH (!)j = 2(! + 1)=3 and N (!) = jH (!)j = (! + 1)=! . The second example, labeled LPLP, shows
the capacity region of the broadcast channel described by N (!) = 2(! + 1)=3 and N (!) = 2(! + 1=8).
an average input power constraint. This capacity region is shown
to equal the capacity region of an -circular Gaussian broadcast
channel as grows to infinity. The -circular channel for any
can be decomposed using the DFT into a set of parallel inde-
pendent degraded broadcast channels, for which the capacity is
known. Taking the limit of this capacity region as increases to
infinity yields the desired capacity region.
We then solve numerically for the convex hull of the ca-
pacity region and the corresponding optimal power allocation
for two example channels. The optimal power allocation is ob-
tained via a water-filling in the frequency domain with two dif-
ferent water levels, where the water levels depend on the rela-
tive priorities of the different users. We also describe the fre-
quencies that have power sharing between the users. Numer-
ical results for the power allocation and capacity are obtained
for both examples, where the first example has one low-pass
channel and one high-pass channel, and the second example has
two low-pass channels. The graphical interpretations for power
allocation and capacity give interesting insights into the protocol
for broadcast channels sending independent information. In par-
ticular, for broadcast channels where there is just a small range
of frequencies with true power sharing, frequency division of
the broadcast spectrum with optimal power allocation achieves
close to channel capacity.
Our numerical results are for broadcast channels used to send
independent information to multiple users. For broadcast chan-
nels with common information the capacity region is implic-
itly obtained as the intersection of six regions. Due to this im-
plicit characterization it is difficult to obtain numerical results
or any intuition about the optimal power allocation and corre-
sponding capacity region for finite-memory broadcast channels
with common information.
APPENDIX A
In this appendix, we extend the definitions of the finite-
memory, circular, and block-memoryless broadcast channels
given in Section III to general synchronous multiterminal
channels (networks) [6, Sec. 14.10]. We then prove Theorem
1: that the capacity region of all these channels is the same in
the limit of infinite block length.
Consider a discrete-time synchronous multiterminal channel.
The channel model consists of nodes, where each node po-
tentially sends information to and receives information from all
other nodes. Node transmits real input sequence
and receives real output sequence
The synchronous multiterminal channel under consideration
is a linear channel with stationary colored additive Gaussian
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noise of finite memory. In particular, at time , node receives
channel output given by
where denotes linear convolution. For any node
, represents a stationary random
receiver noise process with mean zero and autocorrelation
function . By assumption, the autocorrelation function
has finite support, and thus there exists a finite such that
for all and all . For each pair of nodes
, denotes the real finite
impulse response of the channel through which the signal
transmitted by node and received by node travels. The
duration of that impulse response does not vary as a function
of , although for some pairs setting
for will effectively create a shorter impulse response for
these channels. We call the channel memory and, without
loss of generality, assume that .5 The channels have
ISI since the channel output at time depends on the input
symbols at time as well as previous input
symbols , . In addition, the noise
sample at time is correlated with noise samples
at times .
While the above channel model allows all nodes to simulta-
neously transmit and receive information, notice that it does not
preclude channel scenarios where some nodes act exclusively as
transmitters and others act exclusively as receivers. These spe-
cial cases may be achieved by setting appropriate filter coef-
ficients to zero. For example, equals zero for all
when index designates a node that transmits no
information while equals zero for all
when index designates a node that receives no information.
Further, generally equals zero for all
and all since there is no need for any node to
transmit information to itself. For example, a broadcast system
with a single transmitter (node 1) and two receivers (nodes 2 and
3) may be achieved in an system by setting
for all , , and and for
, , and , thereby specifying that only
node 1 transmits information and nodes 2 and 3 receive this in-
formation. Specifically, nodes 2 and 3 receive
5Ifm < i , we pad all impulse responses with zeros to obtain the desired
property.
while node 1 receives only noise, which may be discarded. The
synchronous multiple access channel is likewise a special case
of our general channel model.
For any transmitter–receiver pair , the transfer function
of the associated channel is
The spectral density of node ’s receiver noise process is
We assume an average power constraint for each transmitter
so that for all ,
for each , where the expectation is taken with
respect to the distribution on the randomly chosen codeword
. For a given we call this channel
the linear Gaussian multiterminal channel (LGMC) with finite
memory and average power constraints .
We define the initial state at transmitter as
This initial state, which determines the ISI from the previous
codeword transmission to the current codeword transmission,
impacts the first channel outputs at each receiver. We define
the initial channel state at receiver as
This initial state affects the first channel outputs at the th
receiver due to noise correlation.
For any integers , let and
where
and . Thus and describe
channel inputs for all nodes at times and
, respectively. Define and similarly. We now de-
fine two -block memoryless channel models derived from the
LGMC. A multiterminal channel is -block memoryless if for
any integer
(37)
For any such channel, the channel outputs in any -block
transmission are conditionally independent of channel inputs
and noise samples from the previous and subse-
quent -blocks given the channel inputs of the current -block.
In addition, the outputs for are independent
of all initial channel states and given the channel
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inputs for . Note that if we send codewords
of length over an -block memoryless multiterminal
channel then the previous codeword transmission may affect the
channel outputs corresponding to the current codeword trans-
mission, since the -block memoryless channel is not -block
memoryless if is not an integer multiple of .
The circular multiterminal channel model, defined for
, is an -block memoryless channel obtained by mod-
ifying the LGMC with memory . Specifically, the -block
circular Gaussian multiterminal channel ( -CGMC) over
each -block has real input which
produces the real output where for any
, with
(38)
where denotes circular convolution and again equals
modulo except when is zero or an integer multiple of ,
in which case . The noise process over each -block
is defined as a stationary Gaussian process with
and
Thus, the noise autocorrelation function is periodic for noise
samples within an -block. Noise samples from different
-blocks are independent since the channel is -block memo-
ryless. The -CGMC inherits the LGMC’s power constraints.
The -block memoryless Gaussian multiterminal channel
( -MGMC), defined for , is obtained from the LGMC
with memory by restricting its outputs. Specifically, the
-MGMC derived from the LGMC with memory has real
input vector over each -block with corresponding output
vector at node given by
Thus, for any receiving node and any -block, is unde-
fined over the first symbols of the -block and equals
elsewhere. Note that noise samples from different -blocks of
the -MGMC are independent due to the fact that
for . Like the -CGMC, the -MGMC inherits the
LGMC’s power constraints.
For any multiterminal channel, let denote the common
input alphabet of all the transmitters and denote the
common output alphabet of all the receivers. For the LGMC,
-CGMC, and -MGMC, . For each
, let be a positive integer and let
. Then an code for
an -user multiterminal channel with independent information
contains a family of encoders
for transmitters and a family of decoders
(39)
(For any , encoder and decoder both sit
at node .) In our definitions for the encoders and decoders, we
simplify our notation by assuming that node
sends a message to itself; in practice, no such message would be
sent. Using this code, the rate transmitted from node to node
is
Setting gives .
Let
denote the full vector of all decoded messages, and similarly let
denote the corresponding vector of transmitted messages. The
average error probability of an code for an -user
multiterminal channel with finite memory and initial channel
states , assuming a uniform message distribu-
tion on for each , is defined as
(40)
Note that for -block memoryless channels, including the
-CGMC and the -MGMC, an code for any
integer has error probability that is independent of the initial
channel states by (37).
A rate set is achievable for an -user multiterminal
channel with finite memory if for every there exists a
sequence of codes for this channel with
for all and
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as . The capacity region for a multiterminal channel is
the closure of the set of achievable rates. Since we are using
block codes, time sharing gives us convexity of these capacity
regions without an explicit convex hull operation.
We denote the capacity region for the LGMC, obtained using
the above definitions, by . We denote the capacity region for
the -CGMC by and the capacity region of the -MGMC
by . In general, the -CGMC and -MGMC and their corre-
sponding capacity regions and vary with .
The first lemma states that is contained in the capacity re-
gion of the -CGMC in the limit of infinite .
Lemma 1:
where denotes closure.
Proof: We must show that every rate set achiev-
able for the LGMC may be approached, to arbitrary accuracy,
by a rate set achievable for all -CGMC’s with sufficiently
large. Consider any rate set . Fix and .
Then we can find such that for all
(41)
Consider now an -CGMC for any fixed .
For this channel we must find, for all sufficiently large, an
code with error probability
and
Let us first assume that . Then, since
, for all sufficiently large we can find an
code for the LGMC with
and
(42)
Let us denote this code by .
Now consider an code for
the -CGMC derived from the code as follows.
We design the code to recreate the ISI of the LGMC.
Specifically, the code can be broken down into blocks,
each containing symbols (giving -blocks). We break the
code into blocks of symbols each where
the first symbols in the th block of the code are the
same as the first symbols in the th block of the code and
the last symbols in the th block of the code are the
last symbols in the th block of the code. The last
symbols in the first block of the code are chosen
arbitrarily (corresponding to an arbitrary initial state for
the code). More precisely, if the encoders for code are
given by
then the corresponding encoders for code are
(43)
The decoders in the code operate on the first of
the channel outputs in each -block using the
same decoder mappings as in the code. Specifically, if
denotes the decoder mappings for the code (as given by
(39)) then the decoder mappings of the code are given
by
(44)
By using our code structure to recreate the ISI of the LGMC on
the CGMC we effectively convert the circular convolution of the
-CGMC into the linear convolution of the LGMC. Since
the noise on the -CGMC is circular, if the code
uses the same decoders as the code then its error probability
on the circular channel equals the error probability of the
code on the linear channel, as we now explicitly show.
We assume the same (arbitrary) initial states
on the -CGMC as on the LGMC. Consider an arbitrary
message set . The code, which is designed without
knowledge of the initial channel states , gives
channel inputs
and channel outputs , while the code has channel
input given by (43) and corresponding outputs . In
particular, the first outputs of the -CGMC with the
code are given by
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Since the first outputs of the LGMC with the are given
by
we have that . The first
outputs of each subsequent -block of the -CGMC
satisfy a similar equation. In particular,
(45)
Let us now consider the error probability of the
code, which is independent of the initial channel states
by (37). Let denote the error event
Then the probability of decoding error using decoder (44) at
receiver given the transmitted messages
is
Similarly, let denote the event that the th receiver of the
LGMC makes an error with the code for the same message
set. Note that this error event is not independent of the initial
states. Thus
Abbreviating by for
, we have
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(46)
where follows from the fact that the decoder mapping (44)
only operates on
and, therefore, the decoder decision is only a function of
follows from the -block memoryless property of
the noise ; follows from conditioning; results from
splitting the integral over into two pieces;
follows from renaming the dummy variables in the integrals;
follows from the fact that the noise autocorrelation is circular
over each -block, so that
follows from (45) and the decoder definition (44); and
follows from properties of conditioning.
Therefore, for an arbitrary set of messages and initial
channel states, the error probability at the th receiver of the
-CGMC using the code equals the error
probability at the th receiver of the LGMC using the
code. Since by assumption as given by (40) is less
than for any set of initial channel states by
combining (46) with (40) we get that the code has
error probability on the -CGMC. The
corresponding data rates are
by (41) and (42).
Let us now consider arbitrary values of
We form an code for the
-CGMC by appending arbitrary symbols to the codewords
of the code described above. The decoder
at each receiver discards the last outputs that it receives. For
every initial channel state the error probability of this code is
the same as that of the code since the
decoders operate on the same received symbols. The code rate
equals
(47)
for sufficiently large. For systems with multiple codeword
transmissions the -block code is transmitted at integer multi-
ples of to maintain the same channel properties on each
transmission. Equivalently, for , the -block
code is padded with zeros, so that the next code-
word transmission starts at an integer multiple of . This
causes a negligible rate penalty for sufficiently large as can be
seen by substituting for in (47). Thus, for all suffi-
ciently large, we have exhibited a code for the -CGMC
with rate and arbitrarily small error probability.
The next lemma shows that for sufficiently large the ca-
pacity region of the -MGMC is contained in .
Lemma 2:
Proof: We must show that for any , , , and
, if we take sufficiently large then there exists
an code for the LGMC with
and
In this case, every point in is an achievable rate point
for the LGMC and the desired result follows, since is the clo-
sure of the set of all achievable rate points.
We first show this to be true for an integer multiple of .
We then show it is true for all . Fix and consider any
. Then for any and we can find
an integer sufficiently large such that for all there
exists an code for the -MGMC with
and . Note that is independent of the initial channel
state by (37).
Suppose now that we use this code on
the LGMC. Then the rate is unchanged. Moreover, the error
probability for any initial state satisfies
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since if the decoder at receiver
ignores the outputs
then the resulting error probability is independent of
and the situation is equivalent to decoding
the code on the -MGMC, for which .
Clearly, the error probability of the best decoder does not
increase if these outputs are used in the decoding process.
Thus, for , we have exhibited a code for the LGMC
with the desired rate and arbitrarily small error probability for
all initial states , assuming (and, therefore, )
sufficiently large.
We now extend this coding scheme for the LGMC to ar-
bitrary values of . Specifically, let for
and any integer sufficiently large. We form
an code for the LGMC by appending
arbitrary symbols to the codewords of the code
described above. The decoder at each receiver discards the last
outputs that it receives. For all initial channel states the error
probability of this code is the same as that of the
code, since the decoders of the and codes operate
on the same received symbols. The code rate equals
Thus, for sufficiently large we have
Since is arbitrary, this gives our desired result.
Our next lemma shows that for sufficiently large , the ca-
pacity region of the -CGMC is contained in that of the
-MGMC.
Lemma 3: There exists sufficiently large such that for any
, .
Proof: We must show that for sufficiently large, every
achievable rate point for the -CGMC is also achiev-
able for the -MGMC, i.e., for any , , ,
and , if we take sufficiently large, then there
exists an code for the -MGMC with error
probability less than and
We first consider codes where is an integer multiple of
and then treat the more general case.
Assume and let . Then for any ,
, and sufficiently large there exists an
code for the -CGMC and corresponding decoders with
rate
and error probability , where is independent of the
initial channel state by (37). Let us denote this code by .
For code , let
for all denote the codewords corresponding to
messages . This code can be
broken down into blocks of input symbols ( -blocks) that
are transmitted over the -block memoryless -CGMC.
Consider the following code derived from for
the -MGMC. In the code we use our code
design to convert the linear convolution of the -MGMC
into the circular convolution of the -CGMC. Specifically, the
encoder of the code appends additional
symbols , to the th -block
of the code for all such that ,
giving
The code can be broken down into nonoverlapping
-block inputs that are transmitted over the -block
memoryless -MGMC. Let denote the outputs at
receivers of the -CGMC with inputs ,
. Let
denote the outputs at the receivers of the
-MGMC with inputs , . The de-
coders for the code are given by
for where, as stated above, is the decoder
for the -CGMC.
We now use the fact that over each -block, linear
convolution becomes block-length- circular convolution with
our codeword design. Thus the code has the
same rate and error probability on the -MGMC as the
code has on the -CGMC, as we now explicitly show.
Consider the first -block transmission
over the -MGMC. The output corre-
sponding to this input is given by
(48)
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(49)
(50)
(51)
for , where denotes equality in distri-
bution, (48) follows from the fact that with input , linear
convolution becomes block-length- circular convolution since
the first input symbols are repeated as the last input sym-
bols, (49) follows from the fact that for
, (50) follows from the fact that
since
and for , , and ,
,6 and (51) follows from (38). Thus we
have that . Using the same argu-
ment for each -block transmission of input symbols
yields
(52)
Therefore, for any
(53)
where (53) follows from (52) and the fact that the noise on the
-CGMC is -block memoryless and the noise on the
-MGMC is -block memoryless. Thus, (53) implies
that the decoders for the -MGMC have the same
6Specifically,
E[V [((k)) ]V [((l)) ]] = ~R [((k))   ((l)) ]
= ~R [k   l]
=R [k   l]
where (a) follows from the periodicity of ~R over an n-block and (b) follows
from the fact that for n  2m, ~R [k   l] = R [k   l] for jk   lj < n.
error probability as the decoders in the -CGMC,
and this error probability is independent of the initial channel
state by (37). We thus have, for all sufficiently large, an
code for the -MGMC with ar-
bitrarily small error probability and rate
We can thus find sufficiently large such that
Moreover, for and sufficiently large we can generate
an code
for this channel by appending arbitrary symbols to the
code described above. The decoder for
this appended code ignores the last channel outputs. This
code has the same error probability as the
code since the decoder operates on the same received symbols.
The appended symbols result in a negligible rate decrease
for sufficiently large. For systems with multiple codeword
transmissions the code is transmitted at integer multiples of
to maintain the same channel properties on each trans-
mission. Equivalently, the code is padded with
additional zeros. This padding causes a negligible rate decrease
for sufficiently large. Thus for all sufficiently large we
have exhibited an code for the -MGMC
with rate and arbitrarily small error probability. So
is an achievable rate point for the -MGMC
for sufficiently large.
These lemmas culminate in the following theorem, which
equates the capacity regions for all three of our multiterminal
channel models.
Theorem 1:
(54)
(55)
Proof: We have the following chain of inclusions:
(56)
(57)
(58)
(59)
(60)
The first inclusion (56) follows from Lemma 3, (57) follows
from the definition of , (58) follows from Lemma 2, (59)
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follows from Lemma 1, and (60) follows from Lemma 3. More-
over, since for any sequence of re-
gions , all inclusions (56)–(60) become equalities.
Note that the closure operations in (54) and (55) are necessary
since, although and are closed sets, their and
are not necessarily closed. However, since and
are convex (by a time-sharing argument), it can be shown that
their and are also convex, and thus we need not
take an explicit convex hull operation on the limiting capacity
regions in (54) and (55).
APPENDIX B
We now prove that for the noise terms and are
statistically independent real Gaussian random variables with
mean zero and variances
and
It will suffice to prove this for only, since the proof for
is identical.
From (13) we have that is a weighted sum of the
, which are zero-mean Gaussian random variables.
Thus, will be a zero-mean Gaussian random variable. It will
also be periodic with period , since it is an -point DFT. Let
us define and . Since is the -point
DFT of a real sequence, is also periodic and
for . The sequence , is obtained by
applying the transform (16) to . Since is just a constant
times , the real and imaginary parts of are zero-mean real
Gaussian random variables, and therefore so is by (16).
Since is a zero-mean Gaussian random variable for each
we need only evaluate for ,
to fully characterize the distribution on . By (16)
this expectation is found by evaluating , ,
or for any and such that , . Using the
fact that and we
see that all of these expectations can be expressed in terms of
and as [3, eqs. I.2a–I.2c]
(61)
(62)
(63)
Moreover, since
and
we need only evaluate and to obtain (61)–
(63). We have
(64)
where follows from a change of variables, follows from
the fact that for , for ,
follows from the fact that for and ,
, follows from the fact that is the DFT of , and
follows from the orthogonality of the exponential functions
and the fact that . A similar derivation yields
that
(65)
Now combining (16) with (61)–(65) we get that
where the last equality follows from the fact that , .
Thus, for , and are uncorrelated for and
are, therefore, independent with the desired variance.
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APPENDIX C
In this appendix we give the formula for the capacity region of
the broadcast channel with finite ISI when the transmitter sends
both common and independent information. As in the case of
parallel degraded broadcast channels [10], this capacity region
is characterized implicitly as the intersection of six regions. The
capacity region formula below is obtained by first using Corol-
lary 1 to show that the desired region equals the capacity re-
gion of the circular broadcast channel with common informa-
tion that is defined in Section II. The capacity region of this
circular channel is derived by first decomposing the -CGBC
using the DFT, which leads to a set of parallel independent de-
graded broadcast channels with common information. The ca-
pacity region of this channel is given by [10, eq. 37] as the inter-
section of six regions. We then apply a similar derivation as in
Section V to this implicit capacity region to obtain the limiting
region of the -CGBC with common information as .
This derivation yields the following formula for the capacity re-
gion of the LGBC with finite ISI:
where and satisfies (34).
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